
By choosing to complete the Global U 
Program career badge while studying 
abroad, I went into this experience with 
personal career development in mind. I 
immediately began picking up on cultural 
attributes within the various locations we 
travelled that I plan to utilize in order to 

benefit my long term career goals. I started my learning experience 
first, through simple observation followed by closely communicating 
my interests and goals with all of the faculty members.

Chamonix, France
Dallen Garner

“The opportunity to study abroad is the most incredible gift I have been 
given in my academic experience thus far. The personal growth and 
development that came with it has made an immensely positive impact on 
my life.”

Program: Wilderness Medicine in the Alps - Summer 2019

Majors: Mechanical Engineering & Psychology

 Part of my long term goals include conducting research, and at the time of this program, I had not actually 
gained any experience yet first hand. In the flight terminal I was set to first depart from on my way to the UK, I struck up 
a conversation with a person who just happened to seem interesting to me at the time. Long story short she happened to 
be a PHD candidate who worked in the Applied Cognition lab here at the U and she was able to help me get a job as an 
RA by referral. I made many important connections throughout the program that will help me achieve my career goals, 
but this short example showed me how important networking and openness can be for creating opportunity and opening 
doors.

Earning the Career Development Badge: 

Transferable Skills:
The observations I made through the lens I have obtained by studying health, social, and 
traditional psychology gave me perspective on culture and health that will directly translate to 
the work I currently do at the University’s Neuropsychiatric Institute and in the future when I 
practice as a licensed therapist. I also have plans to teach or to improve our education system 
to include more positive aspects of culture that I was able to glean from my travels. Over all, 
after having studied abroad, I feel like a more educated and well rounded person through the 
priceless experiential knowledge obtained in different countries.


